AARON BARE – “I SOLVE PROBLEMS, CREATE
AND SELL STUFF.”

Aaron Bare is a Global Entrepreneur who sold 6 companies, and built numerous others as a business
strategist and advisor. He is currently Entrepreneur-in-Residence at Thunderbird School of Global
Management, the #1 International Business School in the World and Founder of Buzz Mouth, an
international digital and business strategy firm. His clients include Dell, Comedy Central, Dannon and
Harley-Davidson. Aaron also worked closely with storied brands including Facebook, Nike, Disney, Google
and Microsoft in his past. Seeking more meaning in his work, Aaron is associated with Google Ideas, a
Think/Do Tank and works globally with several organizations seeking to disrupt Violent Extremism and Illicit
Networks’ movements. His work is highlighted in Wired Magazine’s Danger Room.
Aaron is a serial entrepreneur and investor with a proven methodology and framework built around
Innovation, Influence and Execution that takes companies, non-profits and social ventures’ results to the
next level during a time of uncertainty and disruption. Aaron has been successful communicating this
disruption through a series of speeches sponsored by the Kauffman Foundation and to conferences such
as the Global Sales Summit, Tijuana Innovadora, and the Russian Science Technology and Education
Consortium, Startups and Fortune 500s. Aaron’s success and proven performance as a leader in his field
garnered him acknowledgement as “35 under 35” Entrepreneurs; “40 under 40” Leaders; also selected as
Most Innovative Company of the Year; and, featured in the likes of the Wall Street Journal, Wired, Fast
Company, and Inc. Magazine.
Aaron was a management consultant with Accenture and a money manager with the Vanguard Group. He
is a former member of Gen-Next and an active Speaker in the Kauffman Entrepreneurial Speaker Series. He
is currently finishing a book called “Launching Disruption: How Innovation Will Save the World!” on what it
takes to create a repeatable, predictable, scalable and sustainable business model in today’s disruption.
To book Aaron Bare for your next Conference, contact Heidi.Lee@BuzzMouth.com or call her at 602-7382665.

	
  

